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Wondering what to make for dinner tonight—and for the rest of the week? Here’s an easy way to prepare a
week’s worth of meals, for yourself or the whole family, in just one day.

Relax with a tasty meal after a busy day. Enjoy your evenings around the dinner table with your friends and
family. Sound too good to be true? Not if you plan your Week in a Day. Rachael Ray’s Week in a Day, the
companion book to her hit cooking show of the same name, offers more than two hundred recipes that will
help you prepare five nights’ worth of meals in a single day. The woman who taught America how to make a
meal in 30 minutes is sharing more of her practical and easy tips that will have you eating well for days to
come!

Each week features its own theme, including From a Taco to Morocco, A Chicken in Every Pot, and Stew on
This, allowing your taste buds to travel around the world with dishes such as Chicken and Chorizo Spanish
Enchiladas, Argentine Chili with Chimichurri, and Zinfully Delicious Short Ribs.

In addition, Rachael shows you how to fit all the groceries you need for three fabulous meals into a single
bag with her special section, 1 Grocery Bag, 3 Meals. And you can enjoy bonus content and extra recipes for
side dishes by scanning the QR codes displayed throughout. When the weekend rolls around, this book has
everything you need to get ready for your Week in a Day. Come Monday night, you’ll be glad you did!
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From reader reviews:

Greg Wilson:

In other case, little individuals like to read book Week in a Day. You can choose the best book if you love
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important a new book Week in a Day. You can add
understanding and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from
book you can learn everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will end up known. About
simple factor until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we are able to open a book as well as
searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel fed up to go to the library.
Let's examine.

Maria Carlin:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them
family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, or
maybe playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity this is look different you can
read some sort of book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent
all day long to reading a book. The book Week in a Day it is quite good to read. There are a lot of individuals
who recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have
enough space to create this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book
from a smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book offers high quality.

Dwight Ivers:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, limited story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not hoping Week in a Day that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be
said as the way for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It can't
be mentioned constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to possibly be success person. So , for all you who want to start studying as your good habit, you may
pick Week in a Day become your own starter.

Richard Kowalski:

Beside this kind of Week in a Day in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Week in a Day
because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you
rarely get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this inside your
hand. The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to
miss the item? Find this book and read it from currently!
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